Delivering effective collaboration and communication to internal teams, customers, suppliers and partners, enabling a better, faster, more responsive business!

Jamvee™ conferencing, the self-service, cloud-based solution that lets anyone take part in a video meeting

Simple

We all know face to face video meetings are more engaging and effective than audio conferences, but until now, only a few people could join them. The new Jamvee™ on-demand video conferencing service from Tata Communications removes all the barriers to using video in meetings, so everyone can join in, easily.

Consistent

While new start-up OTT providers offer a superficially similar service, they do not support 1080p quality on immersive telepresence connections. They also rely on the internet as they do not have their own dedicated global infrastructure, and 24 hour hotline support is often a premium option. Our service is different. It is built around dedicated hardware supplied by established equipment providers, to deliver the best possible performance and reliability, at a cost competitive price.

Inclusive

Now all your room systems, video terminals, soft clients, smartphones and tablets can dial in to the same meeting, using a single PIN. It’s the first cloud-based video bridge with a global, Tier 1 network attached – making the benefits of multi-way visual communication obvious to all.

Global

Many cloud services only run via the Internet and claim they’re global. That won’t work for all video meetings due to the vaguaries of the connections. Jamvee™ on-demand video conferencing runs on one of the world’s biggest, most resilient Tier 1 global networks for a consistently great video experience.
Solving the enterprise video deployment dilemma

Jamvee™ is cloud-based, running on a Tier 1 global network that lets anyone take part in a video meeting, on-demand, from any standards-based device or system - ranging from dedicated immersive telepresence rooms to mobile devices and smartphones.

Jamvee™ delivers effective collaboration and communication to internal teams, customers, suppliers and partners, enabling a faster, more responsive business. It allows users to dial in to or host a video meeting, from wherever they are, on which-ever device they choose. The service is managed from web-based portals, allowing access to user management and the ability to download service-specific, intuitive video conferencing applications to the video-capable device of their choice. Unlike services offered by Internet-only suppliers, the high-performance infrastructure at the heart of the jamvee™ service can be accessed through dedicated connections as well as via the internet, providing levels of quality and interconnectivity that cannot be beaten. Jamvee™ from Tata Communications is the ideal service to bridge between the more traditional room-based, expensive hardware, video systems and the fast rising trend of agile, responsive, fast-moving business end-users in the BYOD culture.

Easy to Use

- Works on the same principles as current audio conferencing
- Host and participate in video meetings using personal PIN codes
- Utilises Cisco ActivePresence™ technology for intuitive meeting experience
- Even the most technophobic user can easily set up a meeting.

What do the experts say?

“Jamvee™ combines the ease of use of a meet-me video conferencing service, the reliability and security of a Tier-1 network, and the cost-effectiveness of a cloud-based offering”

Ira M. Weinstein - Partner/Senior Analyst at Wainhouse Research
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